Name: ____________________________

Dialogue Tags
A dialogue tag is a short phrase that is before, after,
or in between a quotation.
examples:
José asked, “Do you think it will rain today?”
The phrase, “José asked,” is a dialogue tag.
“I have a new umbrella,” explained Emily, “and I am
excited to try it out.”
The phrase, “explained Emily,” is a dialogue tag.
“Why don't you check the weather forecast on your
phone?” suggested Carly.
The phrase, “suggested Carly,” is a dialogue tag.
Add quotation marks to each sentence.
Then highlight the dialogue tag with a yellow marker.
1.

There's a fifty percent chance of rain this afternoon, reported Emily.

2.

Emily asked, Do you think I should take my new umbrella to school?

3.

Of course you should take it to school, answered José.

4.

If it starts raining, Carly added, you will be nice and dry.

5.

Emily squealed, I see dark gray storm clouds rolling in.

6.

Oh no! exclaimed José. Carly and I don't have umbrellas.

7.

Hooray! yelled Emily. It's finally raining.

8.

Carly mumbled, My hair is getting soaked.

9.

Would you and José like to share my umbrella with me? asked Emily.

10.

Thank you Emily, said Carly. You're more than just a fair weather friend.
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ANSWER KEY
Dialogue Tags
A dialogue tag is a short phrase that is before, after,
or in between a quotation.
examples:
José asked, “Do you think it will rain today?”
The phrase, “José asked,” is a dialogue tag.
“I have a new umbrella,” explained Emily, “and I am
excited to try it out.”
The phrase, “explained Emily,” is a dialogue tag.
“Why don't you check the weather forecast on your
phone?” suggested Carly.
The phrase, “suggested Carly,” is a dialogue tag.
Add quotation marks to each sentence.
Then highlight the dialogue tag with a yellow marker.
1.

“There's a fifty percent chance of rain this afternoon,” reported Emily.

2.

Emily asked, “Do you think I should take my new umbrella to school?”

3.

“Of course you should take it to school,” answered José.

4.

“If it starts raining,” Carly added, “you will be nice and dry.”

5.

Emily squealed, “I see dark gray storm clouds rolling in.”

6.

“Oh no!” exclaimed José. “Carly and I don't have umbrellas.”

7.

“Hooray!” yelled Emily. “It's finally raining.”

8.

Carly mumbled, “My hair is getting soaked.”

9.

“Would you and José like to share my umbrella with me?” asked Emily.

10.

“Thank you Emily,” remarked Carly. “You're more than just a fair weather friend.”
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